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ICRA Rating Feature 
 

Rating Methodology for BOT (Toll) Roads 
 
This rating methodology updates and supersedes ICRA's earlier methodology note on the sector, published 

in March 2015. While this revised version incorporates a few modifications, ICRA's overall approach to 

rating entities in the sector remains materially similar. 

 

Overview 
 
Over the last 15 years, a large number of road projects have been awarded through the Public Private 

Partnership (PPP) mode under the Built-Operate-Transfer (BOT) model, under which road projects are 

awarded on BOT-Toll or BOT-Annuity basis
1
. This note provides an overview of ICRA’s methodology for 

rating BOT-Toll
2
 roads. These road projects are implemented through project-specific Special Purpose 

Vehicles (SPVs), in which the debt is raised to fund part of the project cost. The main source of revenues 

for these SPVs is the toll revenue, which is used to meet the contractual obligations, including operational 

and maintenance expenses, payments to authority (in case of negative grant/revenue share) and servicing 

debt obligations. 

 

Key risk factors and rating considerations for BOT toll road projects 

BOT toll road projects are exposed to execution risks (delays in securing right of way, clearances, issues 

with EPC contractor, etc), funding risks if the debt and equity are not fully tied-up, interest rate risks, 

operation and maintenance risks and most importantly traffic risks (as toll collections is the main source of 

revenues). For an under-construction road project, implementation and funding risks are prominent and can 

lead to cost and time overruns as well as loss of toll revenues in case of delayed project completion. 

Besides these, an under-construction road project’s rating is also dependent on the sponsor and the 

construction contractor’s financial strength and execution track record. 

 

Toll road projects undergo significant change in their risk profile once they achieve the commercial 

operations date (COD). While permitting and execution risks dominate the pre-COD period, the primary risk 

in the post-COD period pertains to the tollable traffic on the project road, and the commuters’ willingness to 

pay the toll. For a project with toll collection track record of two to three years, the assumptions of tollable 

traffic are relatively more reliable as compared to a project for which toll collections have not started and 

there is no history of toll collection on the stretch. In the latter case, assumptions for toll collections are 

generally based on traffic studies and remain a key rating sensitivity.  

 

A toll road project’s rating may see a significant change post COD as the project implementation risks 

abate and with the commencement of toll collection and establishment of some track record of tollable 

traffic on the project stretch, the uncertainty associated with the project’s toll collections are reduced which 

is factored into the ratings. 

  

From a credit perspective, many of the challenges involved in developing road projects are similar to those 

faced by other infrastructure projects. The key ones being execution challenges like acquisition of land, 

securing necessary clearances, financial closure, and revenue risks. The issues, which assume special 

importance, in the case of BOT road projects, include risks associated with acquisition of long segments of 

right of way. Although acquisition of the right of way (RoW) is the responsibility of the project owner 

(generally NHAI or state road development authority), delays in timely handing over of required right of 

way, post the start of construction, can result in time and cost overruns in project implementation. The other 

                                                           
1
 In case of BOT-Toll model, fees is charged from vehicles using project stretch while in case of BOT-Annuity model a fixed 

amount is paid at regular frequency (generally semi-annual) by the project owner/authority to the SPV. 
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key differentiating factor with respect to toll road projects is the market risk arising out of difficulties in 

correctly forecasting long-term traffic volumes and their sensitivity to toll rates. 

 

Contractual agreements: The key stakeholders and typical contractual structure for a toll road project can 

be diagrammatically represented as in the Exhibit 1 below: 

 

 
Exhibit 1 : Key stakeholders and typical contractual structure for a toll road project 

 

The concession agreement between the project owner and the concessionaire defines the framework 

within which such projects operate. Such projects are usually implemented through special purpose 

vehicles (SPVs), which enable legal separation of the credit risk profile of the projects from that of their 

sponsors. The concession period for such projects usually ranges between 15 and 30 years. 

 

The contractual structure broadly defines the allocation of risks; while construction, operation and market 

risks are absorbed by the concessionaire, the political and permitting risks are generally assumed by the 

project owner. Some of the salient features of a typical NHAI concession agreement (CA) for a toll road 

project are summarised in Exhibit 2. 

 

Exhibit 2 : Salient features of a typical NHAI concession agreement for a toll road project 

 

 The CA entitles the concessionaire to design, engineer, finance, construct, operate and maintain the project facility 

during the concession period as well as to levy and collect toll fees from vehicles for using the project or any part thereof 

 The CA usually stipulates that the tolls would be levied at rates notified by a government agency and also defines the 

rates for annual escalation in toll rates. The government can also propose exemptions or subsidies for certain vehicle 

categories. While the traffic risks are to be largely borne by the concessionaire, some concession agreements make it 

obligatory for the government to direct vehicle movement in a particular manner or prevent the construction of alternative 

roads, which to an extent reduces the traffic risks. 

 In most cases, the political risks are assumed by the project owner. Further, some of the concession agreements also 

have provisions whereby the project owner undertakes to indemnify the project company from a shortfall in toll 

collections due to a political force majeure, through an advance/ revenue shortfall loans. 

 The concession agreement usually allocates the risks associated with securing various regulatory approvals, and 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
2
 As on December, 2016, 247 projects (adjusted for terminated projects) were awarded by NHAI through BOT (Toll) route of 

which 85 are operational and remaining 162 are under construction. 
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acquisition of land to the project owner. Most concession agreements provide for an independent consultant or 

supervisor to monitor the progress and the quality of construction during the project period. 

 It also provides for the appointment of an O&M contractor to operate and maintain the highway during the concession 

period with ‘events of default’ being clearly specified. Some agreements also attempt to ensure the availability of 

adequate funds for maintenance through the creation of a ‘reserve fund’. 

 Force majeure clauses are an integral part of any concession agreement with the types of such force majeure and the 

consequent sharing of such risks among the government, sponsors and the lenders being clearly defined. 

 The concession agreement enumerates various events, whose occurrence could potentially trigger termination of the 

concession agreement by NHAI leading to termination payment. 

Table 1: Termination scenarios 

Termination Events Termination Payout 

Non-political Force 

Majeure Event
3
 

Termination payment equal to 90% of the Debt Due
4
 less Insurance Cover 

Indirect Political Force 

Majeure Event
5
 

Termination payment equal to  

i) Debt Due less Insurance Cover; provided that if any insurance claims forming part of the 

Insurance Cover are not admitted and paid, then 80% of such unpaid claims shall be 

included in the computation of Debt Due and ii) 110% of the Adjusted Equity
6
 

Concessionaire Event of 

Default 

Termination payment equal to 90% of the Debt Due less Insurance Cover; provided that if any 

insurance claims forming part of the Insurance Cover are not admitted and paid, then 80% of 

such unpaid claims shall be included in the computation of Debt Due 

NHAI Event of Default 
Termination payment equal to  

i) Debt Due; and ii) 150% of the Adjusted Equity 

Political Force Majeure 

Event
7
 

Same as termination payment as in case of NHAI event of default 

As per the concession agreement, termination following a force majeure event can take place only if the force majeure event 

subsists for a period of 180 days or more, within a continuous period of 365 days. 

 

ICRA’s Risk Analysis Framework for assessing BOT (Toll) projects 

 

 Business Risk Profile  

 Sponsor risks 

 Execution risks 

 Operating risks 

 Revenue risks 

 Event risks 

 Financial Risk Analysis 

 Stability of cash flows 

 Interest rate and forex risks 

 Inherent profitability of the projects 

 Leverage, liquidity and debt service coverage metrics 

                                                           
3
 These include acts of God; radioactive contamination; etc 

4
 Debt due is derived based on NHAI determined total project cost. It is equivalent to the sum of the principal amount for 

financing total project cost (as per NHAI) excluding any principal that had fallen due for repayment two years prior to transfer 
date and the accrued interest that had fallen due one year prior to transfer date. (includes subordinated debt from lenders). 
Transfer date means the date on which the concession agreement expires or is terminated 
5
 These include acts of war, invasion, armed conflict, terrorist action, civil commotion and politically motivated sabotage. 

6
 From COD to 4

th
 anniversary, equity adjusted for WPI occurring between COD and reference date (event date); after the 4

th
 

anniversary, base equity adjusted by 0.42% at the commencement of each month, the amount so arrived is revised to the 
extent of WPI between COD and reference date. 
7
 These include change in law (when consequences cannot be dealt with the provisions under Change in Law in financial 

terms), expropriation or compulsory acquisition of any project assets or rights of concessionaire, unlawful or unauthorized 
revocation or refusal to renew any clearances/permit/consent required by the concessionaire or any of the contractors to 
perform their respective obligations. 
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 Debt maturity profile and refinancing requirement 

 Structural factors 

 Management Risk Profile 

 Management and trustee profile 

 Governance structure, systems & strategic intent  

Business Risk Assessment 

 
 Sponsor Risks 

Despite the non-recourse nature of the SPV, the financial strength of the sponsor is a key credit 

determinant during the pre-COD stage given that apart from contributing promoter’s share in the form of 

equity capital and/or subordinated debt, the sponsor is also directly or indirectly responsible for ensuring 

the financial closure of these projects. Further, during the pre-COD stage, most of the toll projects involve 

recourse to the sponsor for debt servicing as termination payments from the project owner are not 

available during this period. Post the project completion, while many SPVs enter into operations and 

maintenance (O&M) contracts with the sponsors, the financial linkage is relatively lower during the post-

COD period.  

 

While the weak financial health of the sponsor constrains its ability to support the project SPVs in the time 

of need, presence of a financially strong sponsor need not necessarily mean assured support to fund SPVs 

in case of any shortfall. In the absence of explicit support (guarantees/letters of comfort/ shortfall 

undertakings), sponsors’ willingness to support the operational projects would be determined by their skin 

in the game, which is a function of the strength of the project cash flows and duration of the tail period. 

Also, ICRA would consider the past track record of the sponsor in extending timely support to any of its 

other SPVs. 

 

 Execution Risks 

o Permitting Risk 

A key component of the completion risk is the permitting risk, which refers to a project’s ability to acquire all 

statutory clearances prior to the commencement of construction activity. Typically, for a road project this 

would include right-of-way acquisition, rehabilitation and resettlement, clearances from the Ministry of 

Environment and Forest (MoEF), Pollution Control Board and Railways, and clearances for shifting all 

utilities that lie in the project area. As has been discussed earlier, the project owner usually assumes the 

permitting risk and also undertakes to indemnify the project SPV against losses arising out of any disputes 

with respect to delays in the acquisition of land. The permitting risks are usually low where the project 

involves upgradation of an existing operating stretch, however, such risks are significant where projects 

involve bypasses or involve construction of entirely new stretches, where considerable amount of land 

needs to be acquired. 

 

o Cost and time overruns 

 Cost overrun: The project cost is dependent on a number of variables, which include the nature 

of the surface (bituminous tar versus concrete), the number of lanes, the terrain of the project 

stretch, and the number of structures (bridges, culverts, rail over bridges), which need to be 

constructed. The benchmarking of project cost on per lane km basis is done with other road assets 

of similar type. In addition, ICRA also looks at the variation between the NHAI-approved project 

cost and the developer determined project cost. In a scenario where the EPC contract is awarded 

to a group company (which is true in most cases), the EPC cost and the cost at which it is further 

sub-contracted is looked at. ICRA evaluates the vulnerability of the project to cost and time 

overruns, and the SPV’s financial flexibility to fund these over-runs. This assumes significance, 

given that in such BOT projects, cost escalations need to be funded by the project company, 

which could affect the project’s leverage and also returns to the investors.   
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 Time overrun: Road construction projects often face challenges related to the mobilisation of 

labour and equipment. Further, factors such as difficult terrain, inadequate investments in 

construction equipment, weather and labour problems also contribute to construction delays and 

cost escalations.  

 

These risks are partially mitigated through fixed-price and fixed-time EPC contracts with strong 

counterparties with liquidated damage provisions for non-performance. In such cases, ICRA assesses the 

financial and operational capabilities (including past track record) of the EPC contractor, and its ability to 

meet the contractual commitments. 

 

In case of NHAI-owned BOT road projects, the CA stipulates providing for atleast 80% of the RoW before 

the commencement of the concession of the project. Further, there is a clause of provisional completion if 

at least 75% of the project stretch is completed and the remaining work is pending due to reasons 

attributable to the authority. The provisional completion certificate gives the concessionaire the right to start 

partial tolling and protects the revenue loss in case of delays in achieving 100% completion. These 

provisions protect the concessionaire from loss of revenues on account of delays in handing over of the 

required RoW and mitigate the project execution risks to an extent.  

 

 Revenue risk 

Post completion of construction activity, debt investors in toll road projects are primarily exposed to the 

risks associated with the build-up of traffic volumes and the user’s willingness to pay tolls as per the 

prescribed rates. Further, the frequency of toll escalations and the projected inflation rates (WPI/CPI as the 

case maybe) is also taken into account. 

 

ICRA believes that the traffic risks associated with such stretches are primarily dependent on the following 

factors: 

 The economic utility of the stretch; in this context ICRA believes that projects which serve a captive 

demand, such as stretches which connect to ports or city bypasses which relieve congestion levels, 

bear relatively lower traffic risks 

 The availability of alternative freeways and other competing modes of transport (such as railways), 

which could lead to traffic diversion 

 The economic and demographic conditions within the service area of the road 

 The composition of traffic along the stretch and the sensitivity of various user segments towards 

payment of tolls 

 The economic value provided by the road in relation to the tolls levied 

 

In case of an existing asset with fairly long track record, the traffic movement may be well established and 

historical traffic data helps in gauging the trends and seasonality of traffic. However, for new stretches and 

stretches with limited track record of toll collections, forecasting future traffic volumes and measuring the 

market risks associated with toll road projects is quite challenging, given the absence of reliable and 

sufficiently long historical traffic data in most parts of the country. ICRA, therefore, relies on independently 

conducted traffic studies to assess the future revenue potential of the projects. The traffic studies are, 

however, suitably sensitised to assess the cash flow protection available to debt investors in case of a 

shortfall in traffic levels. In a number of toll road projects in India, there has been considerable shortfall in 

toll collections vis-à-vis projections based on traffic studies which necessitates such an approach. Given 

that in most cases commuters have had free access to the highway infrastructure in the country, estimating 

the user willingness to pay toll is also challenging. ICRA assesses the price elasticity of demand by 

evaluating the economic value provided by the road, and the sustainability of the time/value savings over a 

period of time under different assumptions of freight rates and fuel prices.  

 

ICRA believes that traffic projections pertaining to improvements to existing roads have relatively better 

predictability as compared to new roads, wherein subjective judgments need to be made about the ability 

of the stretch to attract traffic from existing alternatives. In some cases, the project owner provides grant 

during initial period of operations to plug the shortfall in revenues during initial years of operations. From a 

credit perspective, grants are a key mitigant against market risks. ICRA assesses the credit quality of the 
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grant provider and the interval at which the grant would be disbursed. Further, in some specific cases, 

particularly state highways, alternative sources of revenue could also be significant – such as those 

projects which have land development rights along the corridor under management – and are factored in 

while assessing market risks. 

 

Given the increasing instances of toll exemption to certain vehicle categories for state toll road projects, the 

adequacy and timeliness of compensation payments from the state road authorities is assessed. In case of 

a few urban stretches with poor track record for toll compliance, the proportion of tollable traffic in the total 

traffic and the measures adopted by the SPV to improve toll compliance are considered. In this context, the 

extent of support from the state government plays a major role. In most cases, state governments being 

party to the State Support Agreement are expected to support and facilitate land acquisition, cooperate 

with the authority and the concessionaires in the implementation and operation of the projects – viz. not to 

levy local taxes, provide police assistance when required for traffic regulation, remove trespassers and not 

construct competing roads/additional tollways. Lack of support from the state government could expose the 

project to higher risks. 

  

 Operating risk 

Operating risk is the risk of the project not conforming to the required performance parameters over the 

period of the concession agreement. Timely and adequate operations and maintenance activity is crucial 

for a project to remain healthy. Else, it could lead to material weakening thereby disrupting its revenue-

generating capacity. This risk if not properly addressed could manifest in the form of reduced revenues, 

increased operating costs, increased capital expenditure (or major maintenance) at a later date. 

  

Typically, performance parameters specified in the CA are driving the quality of the carriageway, safety 

standards, adherence to maintenance schedule, and road availability standards. Non-compliance with 

some of the performance parameters may be an ‘event of default’ and impinge on the developer’s ability to 

collect tolls. Furthermore, in the event of poor maintenance, attractiveness of the road may diminish 

making commuters shift to alternative stretches, if any. The concessionaire’s ability to fairly assess 

operating expenses and lay down a proper maintenance schedule is important to protect future revenue 

streams. 

  

Operations and maintenance (O&M) expenses for road projects are primarily of two types: 

 Periodic maintenance, which involves the relaying of the asphalt-concrete (top layer) once every five to 

seven years 

 Routine maintenance, which involves repairing of cracks, replacement of safety girders along the 

highway, clearance of debris following accidents, ensuring functionality of sign posts, maintenance of a 

security set-up, and such other activities 

   

ICRA assesses the track record and experience of the O&M contractor and studies the O&M contract to 

assess the responsibilities of the contractor and the mitigants available (such as liquidated damages) in 

case of any underperformance. 

 

Apart from evaluating the operating capabilities and the financial strength of the O&M contractor, the other 

aspects, which ICRA assesses while evaluating O&M risks in BOT road projects are: 

 The mechanism by which the scheduled O&M expenses would be funded: O&M outflows are likely to 

peak during the year in which major maintenance activity falls due (typically frequency varies between 

5-7 years), when the relaying of the top surface would need to be carried out. ICRA therefore believes 

that the cash flow waterfall should provide for an O&M reserve that would get built up gradually, either 

from the toll revenues or through an external liquidity support mechanism (standby LCs, BGs etc), so 

that adequate funds are available for these peak outflows. 

 Inflation sensitivity of the O&M estimates: The O&M estimates would be highly sensitive to inflation, 

and would, therefore, be difficult to budget over a 20-year period. Most of these projects are likely to 

enter into fixed cost O&M contracts, possibly with the sponsors themselves. ICRA, however, believes 

that in the event that actual expenses exceed the budgeted costs, the incentive for the O&M contractor 
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to maintain the road in accordance with the terms could diminish, thereby impacting the ride quality 

and hence the toll collections. 

 

ICRA’s assumptions on expenses towards O&M (including major maintenance) are based on empirical 

costs observed in other similar projects; additionally the assumptions attempt to have adequate in-built 

buffers to account for expected rise in expenses (owing to inflation) as well as unexpected increases in 

expenses to a certain degree. 

 

 Event Risks 

Given the limited ability to negotiate increased cost/ revenue disruptions, the adverse effect of any event 

risk is more pronounced for SPVs when compared to corporate entities. The adequacy and timeliness of 

payouts under various termination events like force majeure, changes in law and events of default is 

assessed. The timeliness of termination payouts is again a function of the counterparty’s credit profile 

(NHAI or state road development authority). Further, in most cases, to determine termination payments, the 

debt due is linked to authority approved total project cost and not the developer’s estimate leading to a 

shortfall in termination payments. Upon occurrence of any of the above mentioned events, the nature of the 

event and its impact on the cash flows is assessed. 

 

Financial Risk Assessment 

 

 Stability of cash flows 

Two toll road projects with similar set of debt coverage metrics could be rated differently depending on the 

stability of cash flows – one with stable cash flows is rated higher when compared to the one with high 

variability in cash flows. 

 

Here emphasis is laid on predictability of cash flows and ability of the operator to exercise better control 

over operating costs. Projects whose operations are stabilised i.e. with at least two to three years of 

operational track record are desirable from cash flow predictability perspective. The users’ willingness to 

pay and base traffic will be established during this time period. On the expenses front, the ability of the 

concessionaire to manage operations and maintenance costs within budgeted levels remains critical. 

 

For projects with low operational track record, the strength of the cash flows is tested under various 

sensitivity scenarios for ICRA projections. The key sensitivity scenarios include time and cost overruns 

during the construction phase and variability in traffic volumes, toll rates and operations and maintenance 

expenses post completion. Stress tests are all the more important if it emerges that significant traffic and 

revenue growth is necessary for meeting contractual obligations. 

 

 Interest rate and forex risks 

The foreign currency risk can arise from unhedged liabilities, especially for entities with unhedged foreign 

currency borrowings, which could pertain to part-funding of the project cost. As there is limited scope for 

natural hedge, the focus here is on the hedging policy of the issuer to mitigate such risk for net foreign 

currency exposure. Similarly, the extent to which an issuer would be impacted by movements in interest 

rates is also evaluated. 

 

 Inherent profitability of the projects  

Given the highly capital intensive nature of the road projects and low operational expenses, the emphasis 

is on IRR and NPV (internal rate of return and net present value) instead of profitability indicators. Projects 

with poor IRR may require funding support from sponsor; the support required in such cases is assessed. 

In few instances, the sponsors may not have economic incentive for supporting the project in which case 

there is a possibility of invocation of concessionaire event of default clause and lenders exercising their 

substitution rights. 
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 Leverage, liquidity and debt service coverage metrics 

Given the high capital intensity of road assets, these projects are usually funded with a considerable 

reliance on external debt, although in many cases grants from the project owners serve to keep leverage at 

moderate levels. A conservative leverage ratio is viewed favourably as it reflects a lower quantum of 

committed outflows, while a longer maturity profile and lower cost debt can partially offset the risk 

associated with a high financial leverage.  

 

Debt service coverage ratio (DSCR
8
) and loan life coverage ratio (LLCR

9
) are the two key coverage ratios 

which are analysed. The DSCR measures the cushion between debt servicing obligation and cash flows 

available for debt servicing (CFADS) in any given period (typically annual, but may be quarterly/half-yearly 

especially for projects exposed to seasonality and to match with debt repayment frequency). On the other 

hand, LLCR indicates the total capacity for debt service over the life of the rated instrument. Also, break 

even analysis is done to test for resilience; two projects may have a similar DSCR but their resilience to 

declining revenues and/or increased operating costs could be very different. In addition, unencumbered 

cash balances provide liquidity support and help the entity tide over years with weak DSCR.  

 

 Debt maturity profile and refinancing requirement 

Ceteris paribus, the tenure of the term debt is a key driver for the debt coverage as entities with longer 

tenure debt and similar levels of leverage will be more comfortably placed as compared to companies with 

shorter tenure debt. Also, a ballooning repayment structure is viewed favourably as the burden on cash 

flows is lower during the initial ramp up period of operations. However, this is not applicable for projects 

with increasing material uncertainty of cash flows towards the later part of the project life. 

 

While in most cases, the debt structure is fully amortising, there could be situations where some portion of 

the debt has refinancing risk. In such cases, resilience of the project to various refinancing costs/options 

and availability of liquidity measures to tide over any possible delays in refinancing (due to temporary 

market disruptions) is assessed. 

 

Entities with long tail period or in other words high project life coverage ratio (PLCR)
10

 are better equipped 

to raise additional debt/ refinance existing debt with elongated tenor should there be a requirement in the 

project. That said, there is a risk of promoters leveraging projects with high tail period to support other 

group projects, which could reduce the financial flexibility of the project. 

 

 Structural factors 

In most cases, BOT toll road projects are funded through SPVs, without direct recourse to the sponsors for 

debt servicing. Toll revenues, and in some cases income from development rights on land along the 

corridor, comprise the only sources of revenue available to the project SPV. Thus, apart from assessing the 

economic viability of the project, ICRA also reviews certain structural aspects of these projects. Creation of 

debt service reserve account (DSRA) either in the form of cash deposits or in the form of a Guarantee 

(DSRA Guarantee) so as to cover few quarters of debt servicing obligations (P+I) provides additional 

comfort. Similarly, creation of a major maintenance reserve account to build sufficient funds for undertaking 

the scheduled major maintenance activities or provisions for any future bulky expenditure (like traffic linked 

up-gradation of structures) also supports the ratings. Presence of strong escrow mechanism and ring 

fencing of cash flows to prevent any leakage of funds are some of the structural considerations. Other 

forms of credit enhancement include senior-subordinate debt structuring, trapping surplus cash flows on 

activation of triggers, etc. 

                                                           
8
 DSCR = CFADS divided by the total amount of senior and sub-ordinate debt service due (principal and interest) in that period. 

DSCR is also calculated separately for senior and sub-debt 
9
 LLCR = NPV of the CFADS from the calculation date to the maturity of the rated debt instrument (including initial DSRA and 

other available cash), divided by the principal outstanding on the rated debt instrument (plus all equal-ranking and senior debt) 
at the calculation date 
10

 PLCR = NPV of CFADS over the remaining project life, divided by the principal outstanding on the rated debt instrument 
(plus all equal-ranking and senior debt) at the calculation date 
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ICRA also reviews the minimum coverage ratio requirements that must be met prior to payment of 

dividends, and creation of minimum liquidity buffers, either through over collateralisation or through standby 

letters of credit, for meeting revenue shortfalls due to disruptions in operations. In addition, guarantees from 

sponsor for O&M, major maintenance cost overruns as well as event-based risks like termination payment 

shortfall etc also act as credit-enhancing features. 

ICRA also draws comfort from the restrictive debt covenants that the SPV will not raise any further external 

debt and the presence of an experienced trustee, who would effectively control the project cash flows and 

regularly monitor the various reserves to be created as per the common loan agreement/ debenture 

agreement on behalf of the debt investors. 

Accounting quality: Here, the Accounting Policies, Notes to Accounts, and Auditor’s Comments are 

reviewed. Any deviation from the Generally Accepted Accounting Practices is noted and the financial 

statements of the issuer are adjusted to reflect the impact of such deviations.  

 

Contingent liabilities / Off-balance sheet exposures: In this case, the likelihood of devolvement 

of contingent liabilities / off-balance sheet exposures and the financial implications of the same are 

evaluated.  

 

Management Risk Assessment 

All debt ratings necessarily incorporate an assessment of the quality of the issuer’s management, as well 

as the strengths/weaknesses arising from the issuer’s being a part of a “group”. Usually, a detailed 

discussion is held with the management of the issuer to understand its business objectives, plans and 

strategies, and views on past performance, besides the outlook on the (issuer’s) industry. Some of the 

other points assessed are: 

a. Experience of the sponsor in the line of business concerned 

b. Commitment of the sponsor to the line of business concerned 

c. The sponsor’s policies on leveraging, rationale for debt raising, balance between leverage and 

returns, interest risks and currency risks 

d. The ability and willingness of the sponsor to support the issuer through measures such as fund 

infusion, if required 

 

Periodic interactions with the management provide insights into the operations of the company and further 

help understand the management’s commitment to the business and strategies. The interactions with the 

management also help ICRA estimate the probability of the management’s tendency to deviate from its 

business philosophy in times of stress. As discussed above, while weak financial health of the sponsor 

constrains its ability to support the project SPVs in the time of need, presence of a financially strong 

sponsor need not necessarily mean assured support to fund SPVs’ funding shortfall. 

 

Summing up 

ICRA‘s credit ratings are a symbolic representation of its opinion on the relative credit risk associated with 

the instrument being rated. This opinion is arrived at following a detailed evaluation of the issuer‘s business 

and financial risks, its competitive strengths, its likely cash flows over the life of the instrument being rated 

and the adequacy of such cash flows vis-à-vis its debt-servicing obligations and other funding 

requirements.  

 

For BOT (Toll) road project SPVs, project risks assume importance during the implementation phase; while 

post COD, the revenue and operating risks assume greater significance. ICRA has a more favourable 

opinion on projects, which have been conservatively funded, promoted by strong sponsors, and which have 

demonstrated robust traffic flow characteristics. ICRA also draws comfort from the presence of a strong toll 

collection agent and allocation of O&M-related risks to an experienced and creditworthy O&M contractor, 

with requisite experience in operations and maintenance of road stretches. ICRA also draws comfort from 

strong DSCR and LLCR ratios with long tail period (to facilitate refinancing if required). Presence of 
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structural features like adequately funded DSRA, contingency and O&M reserves with restrictive covenants 

on additional debt is a credit positive. 
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